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1: Lasting impressions : the legacies of impressionism in contemporary culture - JH Libraries
Lasting Impressions shrewdly explores a fascinating, strikingly under-researched topic, namely that impressionism
remains a powerful cultural presence in ways that have tended to elude definition. Examining a variety of areas such as
advertising, painting, music, and postcolonial and contemporary fiction, Jesse Matz argues that impressionism's seminal
configuration of the project of modern representation has continued to shape cultural discourses and practices long after
modernism.

The Legacies of Modernism: Historicising Postwar and Contempo- rary Fiction. Historicising Postwar and
Contempo- rary Fiction collects essays from thirteen literary critics that expand typical classifications of
twentieth-century literature by analyzing contemporary texts in relation to modern- ism. This text participates
in a movement within modernist studies of fostering dialogue, rather than locating divisions, between texts
written at different historical moments. Historicising Postwar and Contemporary Fiction, whose contributors
include several of the presenters on these panels, such as Jesse Matz and Susan Andrade. As James indicates
in the introduction, this collec- tion is in conversation with scholarship that assumes modernism has ended and
its influence has waned. Innovation and Inheritance in the Contemporary Novel Coetzee, Ian McEwan, and
Toni Morrison enter the discussion as he argues that contemporary writers are treating their literary
inheritances much as many modernists did as they continue to experiment with form. Additionally, the latter
text closes with an engaging epilogue by novelist Adam Thorpe, whose debut novel Ulverton became a
Vintage Classic in For readers seeking the fullest picture of the arguments presented in Legacies, I would
suggest pairing it with Modernist Futures. Walkowitz in an article for PMLA. Work in this theoretical field
questions and proposes expansions to the spatial and temporal Has Death Come for Modernism? The essays in
this collection are grouped into four sections according to their predominant focus on midcentury literature,
ethics, aesthetics, and global or transnational literatures. As the looseness of this rubric suggests, it can be
difficult to locate thematic linkages among them, which is one reason why pairing Legacies with Modernist
Futures might be beneficial to readers. In its current form, though, the vagueness of these connections can also
be advantageous â€” particularly as many of the authors included in this collection, such as Randall Stevenson
and Andrzej Gasiorek, are developing innovative ways to think past the conventional boundaries that
distinguish Edwardian, modernist, and postmodern literature. While Legacies might have benefitted from a
more rigorous introduction or more selective criteria, it is refreshing to read a collection of such diverse
perspectives and approaches. This organizational strategy has the potential to expose readers to new analytical
trajectories and new literary texts, though the movement among these essays can, at times, feel disorienting.
Andrade, and Rebecca L. Walkowitz, several of which I consider here. These texts disturbed the stability of
Cartesian dualism by suggesting that the mind was much more enactive than previously assumed, and Waugh
locates modernist fiction as the area in which these proposals were explored. According to her argument,
modernist writers took two approaches to destabilizing the Cartesian distinction between mind and body.
Writers like Woolf and Joyce produced texts like Mrs. Though Waugh recognizes that these characteristics
emerge prominently in postmodernism, she argues that this tendency was always present in modernist writing.
This insight is provocative, and the field of cognitive literary criticism would benefit if Waugh further
developed her analysis of this text and hyper-reflexivity, more generally. Hopefully, she will pursue both
strains in the future. Many authors today seem reluctant to take such defined positions, which makes his essay
a compelling read. At this point, these novels seem reprehensible for their ineffective representations of
Impressionism. To draw our attention to the ethical complexities of modernism, Gasiorek brings together a
trio of artists who are visibly negotiating between modernism and social realism while remaining ambivalent
about both movements. Unlike many mod- ernists, Forster, Murdoch, and Smith exhibit a continued belief in
the potential of realism while questioning the limitations of its prior incarnations. Gasiorek begins with the
work of E. Forster, an author not easily affiliated with a particular literary movement. Instead, texts like Where
Angels Fear to Tread and Howards End exacerbate without resolving the tension between different
perspectives, a technique also employed to a greater aesthetic extent by modernists like Joyce. This increased
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attention to form can make texts solipsistic, a characteristic that concerns Murdoch because it avoids the
messiness of real life Valuing aesthetic unity over indeter- minacy has negative ethical implications, a
perspective that the aesthetic of many modernist texts supports but perhaps does not carry as far as Forster,
Murdoch, and Smith. However, Gasiorek seems to have found a strong connection among these three writers
that would bear further exploration. As instructors, we are perpetu- ally trying to make our area of study
relevant, or bring it alive, for our students. Often, the texts with which they are most familiar are contemporary
ones, the literature that is being talked about at the moment. The Legacies of Modernism provides a variety of
tools to help modernist researchers foster such conversations in the classroom. In the process, the essays in
this collection dem- onstrate how productive it can be to resist the limitations imposed by theories that we
have inherited. Many possibilities still have yet to be uncovered, and analyzing contemporary literature in
relation to this literary movement can help us to ask questions and to teach literature in ways that may not
have been visible before. See Kenner, as well as Calinescu. Five Faces of Modernity: Gaonkar, Dilip
Parameshwar, ed. The Dismemberment of Orpheus: Toward a Postmodern Literature. After the Great Divide:
Modernism, Mass Culture, Postmodernism. Innovation and Inheritance in the Contemporary Novel. U of
Minnesota P, The Modern English Writers. The Johns Hopkins UP, Mao, Douglas, and Rebecca L. Douglas
Mao and Rebecca L. Literary Impressionism and Modernist Aesthetics. Coetzee and Transnational
Comparison. However, users may print, download, or email articles for individual use.
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2: Bad Modernisms | Duke University Press
Jesse Matz. "Cultures of Impression" Bad Modernisms () Available at: www.enganchecubano.com

To read literature as world literature is to discover its diversity. It is to see how fundamental questions inspire
very different forms of literary creativity across the globe â€” to seek intersections across time and space and
thereby to appreciate the many ways literary texts represent their cultures. This course explores what it means
to read world literature by focusing on a single theme or problem common to many cultures but different for
each. For example, the course might focus on the problem of migrations to see how global literary forms have
found different ways to represent what happens when people move from place to place. The course studies
these themes through focus on texts from nations and cultures not routinely featured together in literature
classes. Offered every other year. Students will work collaboratively to assist one another in the development
of individual research projects that represent the synthesis of the courses they have taken in comparative world
literature, English, and modern languages and literatures. The course is required of all comparative world
literature concentrators. ENGL Introduction to Literature and Language ENGL Each section of these first-year
seminars approaches the study of literature through the exploration of a single theme in texts drawn from a
variety of literary genres such as tragedy, comedy, lyric poetry, epic, novel, short story, film and
autobiography and historical periods. Students in each section are asked to work intensively on composition as
part of a rigorous introduction to reading, thinking, speaking and writing about literary texts. During the
semester, instructors will assign frequent essays and may also require oral presentations, quizzes,
examinations and research projects. This course is not open to juniors and seniors without permission of the
department chair. Offered annually in multiple sections. This course is not open to juniors and seniors without
permission of department chair. Reading like an English Major ENGL From basic techniques of critical
analysis to far-reaching questions about language, literature, culture and aesthetics, this course will introduce
students to many of the fundamental issues, methods and skills of the English major. Topics will range from
the pragmatic e. Students will be given many hands-on opportunities to practice new skills and analytic
techniques and to explore a range of critical and theoretical paradigms, approaches which should serve them
well throughout their careers as English majors. Our discussions will focus on representative texts taken from
three genres: Dalloway" , and lyric poetry a variety of poems representing four centuries and several
traditions. This counts toward the approaches to literary study requirement. Open only to first-year and
sophomore students and is strongly recommended for anyone contemplating an English major. ENGL or
ENGL An introduction to the theory of narrative, through reference to five paradigmatic narrative texts: Main
topics include the essentials of narrative form plot, character, voice, perspective as well as their different
functions aesthetic, social, cognitive. Discussions will explore a wide range of issues including the power of
narrative closure; the narrative representation of the individual mind; how narrative patterns time; the
development of realism across the history of the novel; the practice of narrative in psychology and medicine;
and the ethics of narrative engagement. This counts toward the approaches to literary study and the â€”
requirement. It is open only to first-year and sophomore students who have taken ENGL or The modernists,
writing between and , tried in various ways to make literature newly responsive to the movements of a rapidly
changing modern world. Alienated by the upheavals of modernity, or inspired by modern discoveries and
developments in psychology, technology and world culture, modernist literature reflects new horrors and
traces new modes of insight. Experimental, often difficult and shocking, modernist literature pushes language
to its limits and tests the boundaries of art and perception. This course studies the nature and development of
modernist literature, reading key texts in the context of the theoretical doctrines and cultural movements that
helped to produce them. The key texts include poetry and fiction by T. The secondary material includes
essays, paintings and manifestoes produced at the moment of modernism, as well as later criticism that will
help explain what modernism was all about. This counts toward the post requirement. Open only to first-year
and sophomore students who have taken ENGL or
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3: â€œHas Death Come for Modernism?â€• | Claire Barber-Stetson - www.enganchecubano.com
Jesse Matz teaches twentieth-century and contemporary literature, narrative theory, and other subjects. He is the author
of Literary Impressionism and Modernist Aesthetics (Cambridge UP, ), The Modern Novel: A Short Introduction
(Blackwell, ) and Lasting Impressions: The Legacies of Impressionism in Contemporary Culture (Columbia UP, ).

4: Jesse Matz Â· Kenyon College
As Lasting Impressions moves through contemporary literature, painting, and popular culture, Matz explains how the
perceptual role, cultural effects, and social implications of impressionism continue to generate meaning and foster new
forms of creativity, understanding, and public engagement.

5: Project MUSE - The Modern Novel: A Short Introduction (review)
Lasting Impressions: The Legacies of Impressionism in Contemporary Culture by Matz, Jesse available in Hardcover on
www.enganchecubano.com, also read synopsis and reviews. Impressionism captured the world's imagination in the late
nineteenth century and remains with us.

6: Table of Contents: Bad modernisms /
Jesse Matz considers these two legacies-the positive and the negative-to explain impressionism's true contemporary
significance. As Lasting Impressions moves through contemporary literature, painting, and popular culture, Matz
explains how the perceptual role, cultural effects, and social implications of impressionism continue to generate meaning
and foster new forms of creativity, understanding, and public engagement.

7: Volume 64 Issue 3 | Twentieth-Century Literature | Duke University Press
Jesse Matz teaches twentieth-century and contemporary literature, narrative theory, and other subjects in the
Department of English at Kenyon College.

8: SelectedWorks - Jesse Matz
The contributors to Bad Modernisms tease out the contradictions in modernism's commitment to badness. Bad
Modernisms thus builds on and extends the "new modernist studies," recent work marked by the application of diverse
methods and attention to texts and artists not usually labeled as modernist.

9: Project MUSE - Has Death Come for Modernism?
Lasting Impressions: The Legacies of Impressionism in Contemporary Culture.; (Literature Now) Matz, Jesse Book
condition: As new, clean, tight & bright condition, with bright and crisp dust jacket.
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